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TRUST BOARD
25th September 2014

TITLE Patient led assessment of the care environment
(PLACE)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY The purpose of this paper is to update the Trust Board on this
year’s PLACE results including the new NHS Choices
publication on the quality of food and the NHS Standard
Contract – making food standards legally-binding for
hospitals later this year.

Food and cleanliness both scored above the national
averages at our hospitals whereas privacy, dignity and
wellbeing, plus condition, appearance and maintenance were
below the national average scoring.

BOARD ASSURANCE
(RISK)/
IMPLICATIONS

The Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC)
receive the results and publish the data. The data will be
published as Official Statistics and in particular will be shared
with the Care Quality Commission, DoH, NHSCB, CCGs
(when requested) National Audit Office (when requested) and
the HSCIC (for clinical quality indicators).

LINK TO STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

SO2: Excellent Experience

STAKEHOLDER/
PATIENT IMPACT AND
VIEWS

Patients make up at least 50% of the assessment teams with
representatives from the Patients Panel, the Public
Governors and Healthwatch making up the assessment team
this year.

EQUALITY AND
DIVERSITY ISSUES

None

LEGAL ISSUES Food standards are becoming legally-binding for hospitals
from December 2014.

The Trust Board is asked
to:

The Board is asked to review, discuss and seek assurance
from the contents of this report.

Submitted by: Chris Bell, Associate Director of Estates and Facilities on
behalf of Valerie Bartlett, Deputy Chief Executive.

Date: 18th September 2014

Decision: For Assurance
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Patient-led assessment of the care environment
(PLACE)

1. PURPOSE OF PAPER

The purpose of this paper is to update the Trust Board on the outcome of the PLACE inspection that
took place in March and May of this year.

2. BACKGROUND

The purpose of the PLACE assessments is to assess hospitals across a range of environmental
aspects against common guidelines. It is recognised that hospitals vary in age and design; sometimes
this will limit their ability to meet the higher criteria. Whilst there may be nothing that the organisation
can do about some of these issues, it is important that the assessment be based on standard criteria
and no allowances should be made for such factors. The scores awarded will reflect what was seen
on the day.

PLACE covers privacy and dignity, food, cleanliness and general maintenance of buildings and
facilities. It focuses entirely on the care environment and does not assess clinical care provision or
staff behaviours. It extends only to areas accessible to patients and the public (for example, wards,
departments and common areas) and does not include staff areas, operating theatres, main kitchens
or laboratories.

PLACE provides an invaluable resource in assessing the care environment. This will directly support
the provision of a high quality service to patients. The assessments take place every year, and results
will be reported publicly to help drive improvements in the care environment.

PLACE assessments are voluntary and not a requirement. However, participation in the process will
make an invaluable contribution to assessing the Trust’s care environment.

3. THE PATIENT’S VOICE

The key feature of PLACE is the central role of patients in carrying out the assessments. At least 50
per cent of the team must be patients, and local Healthwatch must be offered the opportunity to be
involved. Recruiting and training patient assessors is carried out locally and there are criteria outlining
the eligibility for becoming a patient assessor. The Trust has successfully recruited an adequate
number of patient assessors

Patient assessors can include patients, relatives, visitors and advocates as well as Healthwatch,
Foundation Trust Public Governors and voluntary sector representatives. They cannot include current
staff (even if they are also patients) and ex-staff who have left the organisation within the last two
years.

4. THE PLACE TIMETABLE

The assessment period this year ran from February to June. This year’s results were published on the
27th August 2014.

For practical reasons PLACE cannot be entirely unannounced and each organisation will be given six
weeks’ notice of their assessment week by the Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC)
and can pick a time in that week to do their assessment. There can be several assessment teams
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looking at different areas rather than one team looking at everything as long as each team has a 50
per cent membership of patients.

5. INSPECTIONS

The St. Peter’s PLACE inspection was carried out on the 5th March 2014.

The Ashford PLACE inspection was carried out on the 14th May 2014.

Appendix 1 compares our performance against other local Trusts in Surrey and surrounding areas.
This demonstrates that the Trust benchmarked very favourably in food and cleanliness, but not so
well against privacy, dignity and wellbeing plus condition, appearance and maintenance.

The detailed scores for the areas inspected are:

Areas: Ashford Hospital St Peter’s Hospital National Average

Cleanliness (of hospital
areas)

99.46% 99.68% 97.25%

Food and Hydration 95.06% 94.92% 88.79%
Privacy, Dignity and
Wellbeing

77.99% 88.34% 87.73%

Condition, Appearance
and Maintenance

86.89% 86.06% 91.97%

The table enclosed shows:

 St Peter's Hospital being above average for cleanliness, food service and privacy and dignity,
but below average for condition, appearance and maintenance.

 Ashford Hospital being above average for cleanliness, food service, but below average for
privacy, Dignity, and Wellbeing, as well as condition, appearance and maintenance.

6. FINDINGS

The findings in the four key areas were as follows:

6.1 Food

The excellent food score can be directly associated with the catering contract development and
improvements implemented since 2012. This includes menus being regularly reviewed to ensure the
dishes are seasonal and removal of dishes that are less popular. The ‘essential goodness’ brand has
also been enhanced with the introduction of new white and green logo plates and mugs.

There have been no formal complaints over the last year and the catering department regularly
receives compliments, including shortlisting for two national awards for the food service.

NHS Choices website for the quality of their food.

The latest patient inspections data has now been published on NHS Choices and shows how each
hospital performs on:

 Quality of food;
 Choice of food;
 Menu approved by a dietitian;
 Fresh fruit always available;
 Food available between meals;
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 Choice at breakfast;
 Cost of food services per patient per day. ERIC 2012-13.

Ashford and St. Peter’s Hospitals currently sits in the upper part of the middle range for all the above
criteria and there are no concerns other than the cost of patient feeding was low due to a mistake in
calculating the ERIC data in 2012-13, which has been rectified in the ERIC 2013-14 submission which
is due to be published shortly.

NHS Standard Contract

Food quality standards from December 2014 will now be included in the NHS Standard Contract –
making them legally-binding for hospitals. They include:

 Hospitals should screen patients for malnutrition and patients should have a food plan;
 Hospitals must take steps to ensure patients get the help they need to eat and drink, including

initiatives such as protected meal times where appropriate;
 Hospital canteens / restaurants must promote healthy diets for staff and visitors – the food

offered will need to comply with government recommendations on salt, saturated fats and
sugar;

 Food must be sourced in a sustainable way so that it is healthy, good for individuals and for
our food industry.

It has also recommended all hospitals develop a food and drink policy that aims to encourage healthy
eating, high-quality food production, sustainability and excellent nutritional care. Some of the detail
related to these standards is yet to be released particularly associated with the sustainability aspects.

The recommendation is that required standards will be monitored via annual Patient-led Assessments
of the Care Environment (PLACE) in all future inspections.

6.2 Cleanliness

The inspection team found that the hospital was clean and scored consistently high. The cleaning
schedules and cleaning frequencies are constantly reviewed to ensure the clinical and public areas
achieve the highest national cleaning standards. The workforce is highly motivated and trained with
many of the staff achieving NVQ in cleaning and foodservice. This is evidenced in a very low staff
turnover and sickness percentage, plus one of the highest staff survey satisfaction scores in the Trust.

6.3 Privacy, Dignity and Wellbeing

This area did not score so well against the national averages at Ashford this is due in part to the small
amount of audit questions, thirteen in total with little room for non-compliance. On the day of the
inspection there was a shower curtain missing, curtain rail broken, a toilet door not appropriately
signed and not all patients have access to their own TV at Ashford which dictated lower scores.

6.4 Condition, Appearance and Maintenance

Both hospitals scored 5% points below the national average - this is due to general wear and tear of
the estate particularly in the wards. Some of the difficulty associated with maintenance of this nature
is access to clinical areas. To fully address the condition, appearance and maintenance of some of
our wards, there would need to be carefully planned release of space or a decant are or ward to allow
for at least a bay at a time to be refurbished, when areas require new flooring, ceiling and lighting or
full re-decoration. There would also be a requirement for investment either in the form of a rolling
revenue works program or further injection of capital.

The approach to funding and access will be picked up as an agenda item at the Capital Control
Group. There will also be further more detailed information available with the completion of the six
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facet survey (estates condition survey) planned to be completed and published early 2015. This will
significantly assist estates planning and prioritisation of targeted spend.

Actions are already underway to address some of the public condition and maintenance issues such
as upgrade of some public toilets, jet washing the main entrance and repainting the flower pots and
furniture.

The PLACE funding of £100k has been prioritised to address some of these areas and to bring them
up to the required standard. PLACE priority list of actions is attached as appendix 2. The prioritisation
process was undertaken in conjunction with the patients and public governors who lead the PLACE
inspections.

7. GOVERNANCE

The Trust has established a PLACE team that will meet quarterly and carry out mini inspections
regularly throughout the year and is chaired by the Associate Director of Estates and Facilities.

The Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) have received the results and published the
data. The data will be shown in Official Statistics and shared with the Care Quality Commission, DoH,
NHSCB, CCGs (when requested) National Audit Office (when requested) and the HSCIC (for clinical
quality indicators).

The results illustrate how hospitals are performing nationally and locally. Trusts are required to
publish their PLACE results and to produce a short local improvement plan, indicating how the
PLACE report will be used to drive improvements. The improvement plan will be managed through
the PLACE Improvement Group previously named the PEAT Improvement Group, chaired by the
Associate Director of Estates and Facilities.

8. RECOMMENDATION

The Board is asked to review, discuss and seek assurance from the contents of this report.



Appendix A

Organisation

Type

Food Privacy, Dignity

and Wellbeing

Condition

Appearance

and

Maintenance

Averaged

Score

ACUTE -MULTI-
SERVICE

87.79% 88.80% 81.51% 87.22%

ACUTE -
MEDIUM

89.76% 77.67% 88.99% 88.45%

ACUTE -
MEDIUM

90.66% 88.22% 94.75% 93.14%

ACUTE -
MEDIUM

88.82% 88.57% 96.91% 93.54%

ACUTE -LARGE 83.34% 86.99% 96.71% 91.35%

ACUTE -
MEDIUM

94.94% 86.84% 86.18% 91.90%

ACUTE -
MEDIUM

89.48% 83.20% 83.37% 86.72%

ACUTE -LARGE 91.77% 85.31% 91.23% 91.75%

ACUTE -
TEACHING

95.82% 87.11% 87.09% 92.26% 90.57%

ACUTE -SMALL 96.26% 71.92% 87.78% 90.03% 86.50%

ACUTE -LARGE 91.08% 84.26% 90.35% 90.52%

EALING HOSPITAL NHS
TRUST

97.41%

THE HILLINGDON
HOSPITALS NHS

90.80%

Organisation Name Cleanliness

ROYAL BERKSHIRE NHS
FOUNDATION TRUST

98.37%

FRIMLEY PARK HOSPITAL
NHS FOUNDATION

99.88%

HEATHERWOOD AND
WEXHAM PARK

98.93%

EAST SUSSEX
HEALTHCARE NHS

96.42%

EPSOM AND ST HELIER
UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS

98.70%

ASHFORD AND ST.
PETER'S HOSPITALS NHS

99.65%

ROYAL SURREY COUNTY
NHS FOUNDATION

90.81%

ST GEORGE'S
HEALTHCARE NHS
TRUST
KINGSTON HOSPITAL
NHS FOUNDATION
TRUST
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Appendix 2: PLACE action plan priority of works: 2014

Identified Issue Work Needed Cost

Aspen Ward = Decoration Especially behind some of the beds which need wall protection

Holly Ward = Decoration Walls paint touch up and protection boards

May Ward = Decorating Corridor walls need painting

Wordsworth Ward = Decoration Walls paint touch up and protection boards and repair hole in the end bay plus new I.P.S
panel and taps

Joan Booker = Decoration Corridors need painting and protection boards

Holly Ward = Flooring Some of the bays flooring needs replacing

May ward = Flooring Flooring needs renewing in front of desk and corridors

St Peters Stairwell level 3 = Flooring Replace old flooring with new as main public thoroughfare

Ashford Public Toilets Refurbish men’s and ladies toilets near to Aspects restaurant plus toilet upgrade by Blood
Test

Outside Furniture Benches St Peters Paint benches and flower boxes and adjust slabs

St Peters DOK & Main Entrance
require cleaning

Jet wash main entrances

St peters External Stairwell Stairwell leading to OPD and main entrances require jet washing to remove chewing gum
plus repairing concrete on the stairwell which is badly crumbling

May Ward = Shower room not used Shower room used as a store need converting to a storeroom

Oak Ward =Shower room not used Convert disused shower room to storeroom


